YOGA Flex Dough Former
Stressless Tamping Technology in a Portable, Compact Footprint

NEW Stressless Vertical Feeder in the Moline YOGA Family of Equipment

- Ideal for thicker, softer formulations such as variety breads, pizza crusts, pita products and flatbreads.

- Dough sheet forming using proven stressless tamping technology.

- Flexible enough for many product applications.

- Portable, compact frame for easy integration/sanitation and maximum flexibility.

- Electronically controlled for consistent dough sheet output and weight control.

Continued on back...
Suitable for a Wide Variety of Applications

• Tamping roller provides stressless forming with optimum product cell structure.

• Produces dough sheets from 10” to 44” wide.

• Production output range: 1,000 - 25,000 lbs per hour.

• Dough sheet thickness is easily adjusted during operation.

• Accommodates washdown duty systems.